AMERICAN HISTORICAL FICTION
Location
YA AND

Author
Title
Chains (Seeds of America)
Anderson, Laurie Halse
After being sold to a cruel couple in New York City, a slave named
Isabel spies for the rebels during the Revolutionary War.

YA AND

Forge
Anderson, Laurie Halse
Separated from his friend Isabel after their daring escape from slavery,
fifteen-year-old Curzon serves as a free man in the Continental Army at
Valley Forge until he and Isabel are thrown together again, as slaves
once more.

YA AND

Ashes
Anderson, Laurie Halse
As the Revolutionary War rages on, Isabel and Curzon are reported as
runaways, and the awful Bellingham is determined to track them
down. With purpose and faith, Isabel and Curzon march on, fiercely
determined to find Isabel's little sister Ruth, who is enslaved in a
Southern state.

YA AVI

Sophia’s War
Avi
In 1776, after witnessing the execution of Nathan Hale in New York
City, newly occupied by the British army, young Sophia Calderwood
resolves to do all she can to help the American cause, including
becoming a spy.
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YA BAY

Lucky Strikes
Bayard, Louis
With her mama recently dead and her pa sight unseen since birth,
Amelia is suddenly in charge of her younger brother and sister―and of
the family gas station. Harley Blevins, local king and emperor of
Standard Oil, is in hot pursuit to clinch his fuel monopoly. To keep him
at bay and keep her family out of foster care, Melia must come up with
a father―and fast. And so when a hobo rolls out of a passing truck,
Melia grabs opportunity by its beard. Can she hold off the hounds till
she comes of age?

YA BOL

Crossing Ebenezer Creek
Bolden, Tanya
When Mariah and her young brother Zeke are suddenly freed from
slavery, they set out on Sherman's long march through Georgia during
the Civil War. Mariah wants to believe that the brutalities of slavery are
behind them forever and that freedom lies ahead. When she meets
Caleb, an enigmatic young black man also on the march, Mariah soon
finds herself dreaming not only of a new life, but of true love as well.
But even hope comes at a cost, and as the treacherous march continues
toward the churning waters of Ebenezer Creek, Mariah's dreams are as
vulnerable as ever.

YA BOW

Vengeance Road
Bowman, Erin
When her father is killed by the notorious Rose Riders for a mysterious
journal that reveals the secret location of a gold mine, eighteen-year-old
Kate Thompson disguises herself as a boy and takes to the gritty plains
looking for answers--and justice.

YA BRO

The Game of Love and Death
Brockenbrough, Martha
Flora and Henry were born a few blocks from each other, innocent of
the forces that might keep a white boy and an African American girl
apart; years later they meet again and their mutual love of music sparks
an even more powerful connection. But what Flora and Henry don't
know is that they are pawns in a game played by the eternal
adversaries Love and Death, here brilliantly reimagined as two
extremely sympathetic and fascinating characters. Can their hearts and
their wills overcome not only their earthly circumstances, but forces
that have battled throughout history?
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YA CHA

Chapman, Fern Schumer Is it Night or Day?
In 1938, Edith Westerfeld, a young German Jew, is sent by her parents
to Chicago, Illinois, where she lives with an aunt and uncle and tries to
assimilate into American culture, while worrying about her parents
and mourning the loss of everything she has ever known. Based on the
author's mother's experience, includes an afterword about a littleknown program that brought twelve hundred Jewish children to safety
during World War II.

YA CHI

Deadly
Chibbaro, Julie
In the early nineteen hundreds, sixteen-year-old Prudence Galewski
takes a job assisting the head epidemiologist at New York's Department
of Health and Sanitation, investigating the case of "Typhoid Mary," a
woman who is infecting others with typhoid fever.

YA BROWSING
D

Daly, Maureen

Seventeenth Summer

Seventeen-year-old Angie, living with her family in Fond du Lac,
Wisconsin, finds herself in love for the first time the summer after high
school graduation.

YA DON

These Shallow Graves
Donnelly, Jennifer
A young woman in nineteenth-century New York City must struggle
against gender and class boundaries when her father is found dead of a
supposed suicide, and she believes there is more than meets the eye, so
in order to uncover the truth she will have to decide how much she is
willing to risk and lose.
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YA DUB

Phantoms in the Snow
Duble, Kathleen
In 1944, fifteen-year-old Noah Garrett, recently orphaned, is sent to live
at Camp Hale, Colorado, with an uncle he has never met, and there he
finds his pacifist views put to the test.

YA ELL

Elliott, Laura

YA FIT

YA GAN

Hamilton and Peggy! : A Revolutionary
Friendship
Peggy Schuyler has always felt like she’s existed in the shadows of her
beloved sisters: the fiery, intelligent Angelica and beautiful, sweet
Eliza. But it’s in the throes of a chaotic war that Peggy finds herself a
central figure amid Loyalists and Patriots, spies and traitors, friends
and family.
When a flirtatious aide-de-camp, Alexander Hamilton, writes to Peggy
asking for her help in wooing the earnest Eliza, Peggy finds herself
unable to deny such an impassioned plea. A fast friendship forms
between the two, but Alexander is caught in the same war as her father,
and the danger to all their lives is real.
The Gallery
Fitzgerald, Laura
In 1929 New York City, twelve-year-old housemaid Martha O'Doyle
suspects that a wealthy recluse may be trying to communicate with the
outside world through the paintings on her gallery walls.

If I Ever Get Out of Here
Gansworth, Eric
Seventh-grader Lewis "Shoe" Blake from the Tuscarora Reservation has
a new friend, George Haddonfield from the local Air Force base, but in
1975 upstate New York there is a lot of tension and hatred between
Native Americans and whites--and Lewis is not sure that he can rely on
friendship.
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YA GAN

Dead End in Norvelt
Gantos, Jack
In the historic town of Norvelt, Pennsylvania, twelve-year-old Jack
Gantos spends the summer of 1962 grounded for various offenses until
he is assigned to help an elderly neighbor with a most unusual chore
involving the newly dead, molten wax, twisted promises, Girl Scout
cookies, underage driving, lessons from history, typewriting, and
countless bloody noses.

YA GOL

Finding the Worm
Goldblatt, Mark
In 1970 Queens, New York, Julian Twerski, now in seventh grade,
struggles to write an essay as punishment for an act he did not commit,
worries about Beverly, the girl he likes, prepares for his bar mitzvah,
and tries to cope with the serious illness of one of his closest friends,
Quentin.

YA GOL

Twerp
Goldblatt, Mark
In Queens, New York, in 1969, twelve-year-old Julian Twerski writes a
journal for his English teacher in which he explores his friendships and
how they are effected by girls, a new student who may be as fast as
Julian, and especially an incident of bullying.

YA HAH

Mister Death’s Blue-Eyed Girls
Hahn, Mary Downing
The brutal murder of two teenage girls on the last day of Nora
Cunningham’s junior year in high school throws Nora into turmoil.
Her certainties—friendships, religion, her prudence, her resolve to find
a boyfriend taller than she is—are shaken or cast off altogether. Most
people in Elmgrove, Maryland, share the comforting conviction that
Buddy Novak, who had every reason to want his ex-girlfriend dead, is
responsible for the killings. Nora agrees at first, then begins to doubt
Buddy’s guilt, and finally comes to believe him innocent—the lone
dissenting voice in Elmgrove.
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YA HEM

YA HOL

YA HOL

Wicked Girls
Hemphill, Stephanie
“A witch, a witch!” The cries of several young girls rang out in the
town of Salem, Massachusetts in the summer, fall, and winter of 1692.
Ann, Mercy, and Margaret all have desires and fears they don’t know
how to deal with, but they soon find an outlet: they begin to accuse
others of being witches, and pull impressionable and moldable young
girls into their power struggle. The girls create a false power for
themselves as the townspeople begin to believe their accusations: after
all, how could a young girl not be believed when she cries out in pain
or writhes on the floor as if someone is pinching and torturing her, and
she blames a woman who is an outcast of society? Many men and
women are arrested and thrown in jail, and many are also hanged,
before the hysteria ends. Some of the townspeople do not believe the
girls, and speak out against the madness, which causes rifts in the
town.
Boston Jane: An Adventure
Holm, Jennifer L.
Schooled in the lessons of etiquette for young ladies of 1854, Miss Jane
Peck of Philadelphia finds little use for manners during her long sea
voyage to the Pacific Northwest and while living among the American
traders and Chinook Indians of Washington Territory.

Boston Jane: The Claim
Holm, Jennifer L.
The arrival from Philadelphia of her spiteful nemesis Sally Biddle and
the return of her corrupt ex-fiance William Baldt spell trouble for
seventeen-year-old Miss Jane Peck, who has survived on her own in
Shoalwater Bay, a community of white settlers and Chinook Indians in
1850s Washington Territory.
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YA HOL

Boston Jane: Wilderness Days
Holm, Jennifer L.
Far from her native Philadelphia, Miss Jane Peck continues to prove
that she is more than an etiquette-schooled graduate of Miss
Hepplewhite's Young Ladies Academy as she braves the untamed
wilderness of Washington Territory in the mid 1850s.

YA HUB

Paper Covers Rock
Hubbard, Jenny
In 1982 Buncombe County, North Carolina, sixteen-year-old Alex
Stromm writes of the aftermath of the accidental drowning of a friend.

YA LAR

Hattie Big Sky
Larson, Kirby
After inheriting her uncle's homesteading claim in Montana, sixteenyear-old orphan Hattie Brooks travels from Iowa in 1917 to make a
home for herself and encounters some unexpected problems related to
the war being fought in Europe.

YA LAR

Hattie Ever After
Larson, Kirby
In 1919, seventeen-year-old Hattie leaves the Montana prairie--and her
sweetheart Charlie--to become a female reporter in San Francisco.
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YA LEV

The Lions of Little Rock
Levine, Kristin
In 1958 Little Rock, Arkansas, painfully shy twelve-year-old Marlee
sees her city and family divided over school integration, but her
friendship with Liz, a new student, helps her find her voice and fight
against racism.

YA LUC

A Death-Struck Year
Lucier, Makiia
When the Spanish influenza epidemic reaches Portland, Oregon, in
1918, seventeen-year-old Cleo leaves behind the comfort of her
boarding school to work for the Red Cross.

YA BROWSING
M

Marlow, Susan

Thick as Thieves

When cattle rustlers working in the San Joaquin Valley in the 1880s
switch to horses and target the Circle C ranch, fourteen-year-old Andi
turns to Macy, a homeless, ill-bred new student whose mistakes have
endangered Andi but who may hold the key to saving Taffy's foal.

YA PAU

Woods Runner
Paulsen, Gary
From his 1776 Pennsylvania homestead, thirteen-year-old Samuel, who
is a highly-skilled woodsman, sets out toward New York City to rescue
his parents from the band of British soldiers and Indians who
kidnapped them after slaughtering most of their community.
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YA PET

Ripper
Petrucha, Stefan
Adopted by famous Pinkerton Agency Detective Hawking in 1895 New
York, fourteen-year-old Carver Young hopes to find his birth father,
but when he becomes involved in the pursuit of notorious killer Jack
the Ripper, Carver discovers that finding the truth can be worse than
ignorance.

YA QUI

Show and Prove
Quintero, Sofia
The summer of 1983 was the summer hip-hop proved its staying
power. The South Bronx is steeped in Reaganomics, war in the Middle
East, and the twin epidemics of crack and AIDS, but Raymond
“Smiles” King and Guillermo “Nike” Vega have more immediate
concerns.
Smiles was supposed to be the assistant crew chief at his summer
camp, but the director chose Cookie Camacho instead, kicking off a
summer-long rivalry. Meanwhile, the aspiring b-boy Nike has set his
wandering eye on Sara, the sweet yet sassy new camp counselor, as
well as top prize at a breakdancing competition downtown. The two
friends have been drifting apart ever since Smiles got a scholarship to a
fancy private school, and this summer the air is heavy with postponed
decisions that will finally be made.
The Summer I Learned to Fly
Reinhardt, Dana
Thirteen-year-old Drew starts the summer of 1986 helping in her
mother's cheese shop and dreaming about co-worker Nick, but when
her widowed mother begins dating, Drew's father's book of lists, her
pet rat, and Emmett, a boy on a quest, help her cope.

YA REI
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YA BROWSING
S

Sepetys, Ruta

Out of the Easy

Josie, the seventeen-year-old daughter of a French Quarter prostitute, is
striving to escape 1950 New Orleans and enroll at prestigious Smith
College when she becomes entangled in a murder investigation.

YA BROWSING
S

Smiley, Jane

A Good Horse

On her family's California horse ranch in the 1960s, eighth-grader Abby
Lovitt tries to rely on her Christian faith as she faces the possibility of
giving up her beloved colt, Jack.

YA SMI

Pie in the Sky
Smiley, Jane
Abby Lovitt is put in charge of training the expensive and haughty
horse Pie in the Sky when his owner refuses. While trying to get a hold
on him, she must deal with the new challenges, both good and bad,
that come with being a freshman in high school in 1970's Northern
California.
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YA SMI

My Friend the Enemy
Smith, Dan
Summer, 1941. For Peter, the war is a long way away, being fought by a
faceless enemy, marching across places he's never seen. Unil the night
it comes to him. A German plane is shot down over the woods that his
Dad looked after, before he went off to fight. Peter rushes to the crash
site to find something exciting to keep. But what he finds instead is
some- one: a young and injured German airman. The enemy. Here.
And in trouble. Suddenly, helping him seems like the right thing to do.

YA TAL

Lies We Tell Ourselves
Talley, Robin
In 1959 Virginia, Sarah, a black student who is one of the first to attend
a newly integrated school, forces Linda, a white integration opponent's
daughter, to confront harsh truths when they work together on a school
project.

YA VAW

Paperboy
Vawter, Vince
When an eleven-year-old boy takes over a friend's newspaper route in
July, 1959, in Memphis, his debilitating stutter makes for a memorable
month.
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YA WIL

Countdown
Wiles, Deborah
Franny Chapman just wants some peace. But that's hard to get when
her best friend is feuding with her, her sister has disappeared, and her
uncle is fighting an old war in his head. Her saintly younger brother is
no help, and the cute boy across the street only complicates things.
Worst of all, everyone is walking around just waiting for a bomb to fall.
It's 1962, and it seems the whole country is living in fear...

YA WIL

Revolution
Wiles, Deborah
It's 1964 in Greenwood, Mississippi, and Sunny's town is being invaded
by people from up north who are coming to help people register to
vote. Her personal life isn't much better, as a new stepmother, brother,
and sister are crowding into her life, giving her little room to breathe.
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